OUR glimmering accomplishments in the year of 2021

Welcome to the December 2021 issue of the newsletter from Asia Pacific Association for Dental & Oral Health. Have a glance of APADENTO achievements that we made battling the Covid-19 pandemic. 2021 delivered APADENTO many unforgettable moments to mark our era towards accomplishing our mission and vision.

We are passionate about providing research scholars with an inspiring global platform to learn, gain knowledge, share research ideas and collaborate on new researches to strengthen and develop the oral health in the society.

APADENTO always stood by each other during the toughest times. We never gave up battling during the pandemic and supported the research community through our services like virtual conferences, webinars and publication. APADENTO created a great impact by its all means. Our employees are always our valuable assets. They worked even harder to get delivered to the academic aspects.
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OUR PRECIOUS IN-HOUSE JOURNALS
+ Neurocom International Journal (ISSN:2582-7480)
+ Journal of Nursing Practices and Research (ISSN:2582-9602)
+ International Journal of Agro Nutrifood Practices (ISSN:2583-066X )
+ Journal of Pharmaceutical Research and Innovation (ISSN:2583-0023 )
+ Transaction on Biomedical Engineering applications, Healthcare (ISSN:2582-7405)

3rd International Conference on Dentistry & Oral Health

Asia Pacific Association for Dental and Oral Health (APADENTO) in association with Bioleagues Worldwide organized the “3rd ICDOH 2021 on Advances in Oral Health (APADENTO) in August 21st & 22nd 2021” in Chennai, India, with the theme “Advances in Dental Technology and Oral Health. It provided all participants an opportunity to exchange knowledge, share their ideas and collaborate on new researches to strengthen and develop the advancements we’ve achieved thus far, thereby, improving oral health in the region and throughout the world. And it was a great successful one with 16 International Keynote Speakers, 100+ OCM’s (Both India, abroad), 620 + participants, 250 + presentations.

OUR PRECIOUS SPEAKERS
The 3rd ICDOH gave academics & many thought provoking speakers who shared their knowledge and scientific experience to our delegates. Keynote addresses & guest lectures were delivered by renowned leaders from academics & industries

OUR Amazing Success Stories 2021 …

APADENTO FOR WONDERING RESEARCHERS
APADENTO always stood by each other during the toughest times. We never gave up battling during the pandemic and supported the research community through our services like virtual conferences, webinars and publication. APADENTO created a great impact by its all means. Our employees are always our valuable assets. They worked even harder to get delivered to the academic aspects.

We created employment, engagement opportunities and livelihood for our Professional network who accompanied us as Joint Supervisors, Consultants for Research Assistance & Guidance, Research Article Assistance, Editors, Speakers in this pandemic time.

OUR RAVISHING ASSOCIATES & PARTNERS

WONDERFUL COUNTRIES THAT WE STEPPED IN

Asia Pacific Association for Dental and Oral Health is one of the leading professional associations committed to improving dental & oral health by promoting advanced science-based evidence through our initiatives in education and research.

APADENTO main objective is to enlighten the fellow members on the challenges, recent advancement, and applications on dental practice in this COVID-19 by organizing this free webinar. As COVID-19 had brought the major challenges to the healthcare system, dental practitioners in healthcare professionals are facing the major issue as they have close contact with the saliva and aerosols. This webinar was a great successful event scheduled on November 20, 2021 with more than 540+ participants all over India with 5 keynote Speakers.

WEBINAR
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